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Useful Contacts 

Duncan Macalister, Monitor Farmer     tel   07767814677 

Linda Maclean, Facilitator      tel   01586820226 

Alan Boulton, Facilitator       tel   07795 472442 

 

 

 

 
TOP TIP FROM THE MEETING 

Over seeding is quick and easy and the results are there if 

you look closely 
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Kintyre Monitor Farm Meeting at Glenbarr Farms 

25th
th

 July 2012 

Attendees; 15.   

1 Introduction 

The January meeting on Soil structure had come to the conclusion that less ploughing and 

particularly shallow ploughing on Glenbarr would be desirable. It was suggested that benefits could 

be achieved both to soil structure and through financial savings by using grass rejuvenation methods 

in place of some direct reseeds.  This meeting witnessed two types of machine in action to over sow 

a section of a field at Glenacardoch.  

2 Update since the last meeting 

Duncan gave the meeting a quick update on the farm events since the last meeting in February. 

2.1 Cattle 

The bulls have been out and are now on their second turn.  The Hereford bull is with cows this year 

rather than the smaller group of heifers. 

The heifers have been with their bull for six weeks. 

2.2 Sheep 

All of the gimmers have been vaccinated against toxoplasmosis. 

Clipping is complete and the wool is away. The wool cheque is £600 up on last year. 

2.3 Grass and crops 

The first Cut silage is all in the pits and there is very little effluent as it was cut in dry weather. 

 

Work is proceeding on the road building project to connect Glenacardoch with the Charleston sheds. 

3 Meeting guests  

We were joined in the meeting by Dave Cowe of Soil Quest to give a presentation on soil mapping, 

Iain Barbour from Glenside Tractors to demonstrate tractor GPS equipment and Jim Maclaren the 

chairman of QMS 



4 Soil Quest presentation 

Dave Cowe gave a presentation on his company’s soil mapping services.  

A machine testing soil conductivity passes over the field equipped with GPS to produce a map of soil 

zones. These zones are then core sampled to produce a phosphate map a potash map and a Ph map. 

A tractor equipped with GPS and a variable rate spreader can then apply fertilizer or lime to the 

appropriate zone at the appropriate rate. 

Dave showed several maps in his presentation to demonstrate the efficiency and cost saving in this 

approach and also how the traditional method of soil sampling can both miss serious deficiencies 

and over spend on areas where no fertilizer or lime is needed. 

Costs were described as £25/ha for the soil conductivity testing and £4/ha/year for the online 

service which produces the maps and the downloads for the tractor GPS. Considerable extra 

expenditure on the tractor GPS and the spreaders would also be required to set this system up from 

scratch. 

5 Demonstrations  

5.1 Overseeding 

Two machines were on farm for a trial from local contractors John McDonald and John Lines; a slit 

seeding machine using the “Baker boot” tines which featured strongly in James Bretherton’s 

discussions in January and a Koeckerling Grassmaster which is a spring tine machine with a air box 

seed hopper for broadcasting. 

The slit seeder used one pass and the grassmaster used three but was substantially quicker over the 

ground.  The grassmaster scarified the sward with two passes before engaging the air seed box to 

broadcast the seed. 

Posts were put in to mark the trail plots.  Two grass seeds were used; one coated and one standard; 

both were the same mix of 90% tetraploid perennial ryegrasses and 10% white clover and were 

specifically designed for over seeding. The drill used the coated seed which has a 20%N and 4%P clay 

coating on each seed in addition to the standard. The seed coating is intended to improve 

germination without fertilizing the existing sward.  The seed was supplied by HF seeds through their 

local agent Ralph Bova. 

1.1.1 Tractor mounted GPS 

A tractor fitted with a GPS unit was used to demonstrate how this technology can be used in 

conjunction with soil mapping to vary application rates for fertilizer. 

1.2 Overseeding results 

Approximately three weeks after seeding its fair to say no one could see we had been in the field 

apart from the posts to show the invisible plots! 



However on closer inspection – much closer inspection – it was possible to see both clover and grass 

seedlings.  It was impossible to see a difference at that stage between the coated and uncoated seed 

because it was hard to see the seedlings and impossible to quantify them. 

We will watch this part of the field to see how the grass plants develop.  

 

 


